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PURPOSE. Retinitis pigmentosa is a family of genetic diseases inducing progressive
photoreceptor degeneration. There is no cure for retinitis pigmentosa, but prospective
therapeutic strategies are aimed at restoring or substituting retinal input. Yet, it is unclear
whether the visual cortex of retinitis pigmentosa patients retains plasticity to react to the
restored visual input.
METHODS. To investigate short-term visual cortical plasticity in retinitis pigmentosa, we tested
the effect of short-term (2 hours) monocular deprivation on sensory ocular dominance
(measured with binocular rivalry) in a group of 14 patients diagnosed with retinitis
pigmentosa with a central visual field sparing greater than 208 in diameter.
RESULTS. After deprivation most patients showed a perceptual shift in ocular dominance in
favor of the deprived eye (P < 0.001), as did control subjects, indicating a level of visual
cortical plasticity in the normal range. The deprivation effect correlated negatively with visual
acuity (r ¼ 0.63, P ¼ 0.015), and with the amplitude of the central 188 focal
electroretinogram (r ¼ 0.68, P ¼ 0.015) of the deprived eye, revealing that in retinitis
pigmentosa stronger visual impairment is associated with higher plasticity.
CONCLUSIONS. Our results provide a new tool to assess the ability of retinitis pigmentosa
patients to adapt to altered visual inputs, and suggest that in retinitis pigmentosa the adult
brain has sufficient short-term plasticity to benefit from prospective therapies.
Keywords: retinitis pigmentosa, plasticity, binocular rivalry, psychophysics
Retinitis pigmentosa (RP) is a heterogeneous group ofinherited retinal diseases caused by the progressive loss
of retinal photoreceptors.1,2 RP affects approximately 1 in 3500
to 4000 people in the United States and Europe,3 and eventually
leads to blindness. RP commonly starts with night blindness
and peripheral field losses, then progressively affects the
central cones, which mediate some of the most specialized
visual functions, including visual acuity and fine spatial
discrimination.4 There is currently no cure for RP, but much
hope is generated by research aimed at reinstating or replacing
photoreceptor function.5–16 To this purpose, it is important to
evaluate the residual plasticity of the system downstream of
photoreceptors in adult age, in order to explore its potential to
react to a restored visual input.
Anatomic studies have shown a good preservation of the
visual pathways from the retina to the visual cortex,17–20 but
much less is known about the visual cortex in RP. In patients
with advanced stages of the pathology, abnormal BOLD signals
are evoked in the occipital cortex by other nonvisual stimuli
(e.g., tactile signals), suggesting a deep reorganization of the
circuitry.21–28 However, strong visual stimuli, although not
consciously perceived, are still able to drive a BOLD response in
late blind RP patients,29 suggesting that visual information can
still reach the cortex. Two studies28,29 have compared BOLD
responses in the visual cortex before and after retinal prosthetic
implants and demonstrated that a degree of visual cortical
plasticity is indeed possible in adults who have experienced
complete blindness for several years. Evidence for plasticity is
also available for adult patients with residual central vision,
whose occipital cortex undergoes an apparent reorganization
of retinotopic maps; in these patients, the representation of the
central visual field spreads over the peripheral region, which is
deprived of its normal visual input30,31; there are also structural
changes, affecting cortical thickness32; however, the mecha-
nisms underlying this reorganization are debated.33 In addition,
these patients show evidence for cross-modal plasticity,28
whereby the deafferented peripheral representation may
become responsive to nonvisual signals, and these signals
may interact competitively with visual signals from the spared
visual field.
While these studies demonstrate that the early visual
cortex reorganizes its function and retinotopy after early
retinal deficit, they do not indicate whether the reorganiza-
tion is beneficial. In principle, it could be a maladaptive form
of plasticity, which could hinder the possibility to restore
visual abilities, for example, with retinal prostheses,34 by
reducing the ability of the visual cortex to adjust to short-
term visual changes. To address this issue, here we explored
the degree of perceptual flexibility after eliciting a form of
short-term plasticity of sensory eye dominance in response
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to a brief monocular visual deprivation. We did so in RP
subjects at different stages of the disease and variable
degrees of visual deficit, and asked whether short-term
plasticity is reduced in RP patients compared to normally
sighted controls.
Like in prior studies on short-term monocular deprivation,
we quantified sensory eye dominance through measures of
binocular rivalry. This phenomenon occurs in the early visual
cortex when two dissimilar visual stimuli are simultaneously
presented to either eye; despite the constant retinal
stimulation, visual perception oscillates between the two
monocular images, producing ineluctable perceptual alterna-
tions.35–37 Binocular rivalry may be used to measure
perceptual ocular dominance, by computing the perceptual
dominance time of the stimuli presented to either eye.38–40
Normally, the two eyes are balanced. In the developing
brain,41–43 ocular dominance can be plastically changed by
monocular deprivation, leading to a weakening of the
deprived eye. In adult humans, if one of the two eyes is
transiently (2–2.5 hours) deprived of visual information, the
opposite occurs: on eye-patch removal the deprived eye
dominates visual rivalrous perception for twice as long as the
nondeprived eye.44–48 This paradoxical boost of the deprived
eye is measurable for up to 90 minutes after re-exposure to
binocular vision, and is thought to be mediated by a
compensatory upregulation of contrast gain of the deprived
eye, reflecting homeostatic plasticity.44–48 In amblyopic
patients, the inverse patching effect, when endorsed for
several weeks, can last over several months,49 suggesting that
it is subtended by a genuine cortical reorganization. Recent
studies have found that this form of homeostatic plasticity in
normally sighted subjects also occurs for collaborative
binocular interactions (after short-term deprivation, the
deprived eye dominates in a binocular combination task50–52).
Interestingly, evidence indicates that short-term monocular
deprivation modulates neural activity as early as the primary
visual cortex,47,53,54 accompanied by a decrease of GABA
concentration (measured by magnetic resonance spectrosco-
py) in V1, which correlates with the perceptual boost of the
deprived eye.47 These results indicate that short-term
monocular deprivation acts by altering the excitation/
inhibition balance in the primary visual cortex, one of the
key mechanisms underlying visual plasticity.55–57
METHODS
RP Patients
A group of 14 Italian RP patients (8 females; mean age, 46 6 3
years; mean visual acuity, 0.3 6 0.06 logMAR; mean visual field
diameter: deprived eye: 64.68 6 12.28, nondeprived eye: 63.78
6 12.38) from central and southern Italy, were selected from
the database of patients clinically followed up at the Visual
Electrophysiology Service of the Institute of Ophthalmology at
Universita` Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, Rome, Italy. Patients had
sought consultation because of visual symptoms. All patients
had progressive forms of RP based on history, clinical findings,
and ERG abnormalities. Table 1 summarizes individual patient
baseline features. All clinical measures were obtained in Rome,
Italy, at the Visual Electrophysiology Service of the Institute of
Ophthalmology at Universita` Cattolica del Sacro Cuore; the
psychophysical visual measures were performed in Pisa, Italy,
within 2 months of the clinical assessment.
Inclusion Criteria
Patients met the following inclusion criteria: (1) typical RP
with a rod-cone pattern of retinal dysfunction, as determined
by standard Ganzfeld electroretinography, dark-adapted Tue-
bingen perimetry, and classic fundus appearance; (2) visual
field by Goldmann V/4e >208; (3) known inheritance pattern
and genotype under study; (4) no or minimal ocular media
opacities; and (5) no concomitant ocular (e.g., glaucoma,
amblyopia) or systemic diseases. Patients with non-Usher
syndromic subtypes of RP, Leber’s congenital amaurosis, or
early-onset RP with atypical functional patterns were not
included. Patients’ genetic data are reported in Table 2.
A full general and ophthalmologic examination (including
detailed family history, anterior segment biomicroscopy,
corrected Snellen visual acuity, direct and indirect ophthal-
moscopy, intraocular pressure measurement) was performed
on each on several consecutive visits. Ocular motility was
assessed by using the cover and uncover far and near tests; all
TABLE 1. Clinical Data
Patient Sex
Age at
Visit,
y
Onset/
Diagnosis,
y
Disease
Duration,
y
fERG
Amplitude
Right Eye,
mV
fERG
Amplitude
Left Eye,
mV
BCVA
Right Eye,
logMAR
BCVA
Left Eye,
logMAR
CV V4e
Diameter
Right Eye,
deg
CF V4e
Diameter
Left Eye,
deg
Contrast
Sensitivity
Right Eye,
log
Contrast
Sensitivity
Left Eye,
log
1 F 45 38 7 0.77 0.96 0.04 0.02 22 23 1.84 1.84
2 F 47 25 22 0.1 0.18 0.68 0.58 112 108 1.16 0.76
3 F 36 18 18 0.25 0.41 0.1 0.1 41 38 1.80 1.80
4 F 26 14 12 0.44 0.36 0.0 0.02 70 60 1.76 1.80
5 F 47 20 27 N.A. N.A. 0.14 0.08 131 115 1.56 1.48
6 M 30 18 12 0.16 0.12 0.26 0.3 88 105 1.08 1.24
7 M 56 6 50 0.06 0.54 0.46 0.36 26 22 1.44 1.08
8 M 42 27 15 0.04 0.03 1.0 0.7 100 90 0.80 0.80
9 M 52 9 43 0.75 0.56 0.14 0.22 140 140 1.84 1.80
10 F 37 20 17 0.27 0.56 0.44 0.44 22 22 0.96 0.80
11 F 51 16 35 N.A. N.A. 0.3 0.4 20 20 1.84 1.80
12 M 68 48 20 0.3 0.26 0.2 0.3 113 65 1.84 1.80
13 F 49 15 34 0.25 0.11 0.4 0.4 30 30 1.44 1.08
14 M 63 20 43 0.16 0.27 0.4 0.4 22 22 1.44 1.44
N.A., not available.
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subjects showed normal ocular alignment, except for one (S2),
who showed esotropia in the right eye (þ15 prism diaopter,
near far).
Best corrected visual acuities (BCVAs) were obtained
monocularly with a projected Snellen chart. Reported visual
acuity in each eye is the average of all available logMAR
measurements. Foveal monocular contrast sensitivity was
assessed by using Mars Letter Contrast Sensitivity Test.58
Kinetic visual fields were measured to the V4e white test light
of the Goldmann perimeter against the standard background of
31.5 apostilbs. To quantify the size of the residual visual field,
we reported the diameter of the Goldman V4E visual field.
Monocular values for all measurements are reported in Table 1.
Control Subjects
A group of 14 healthy volunteers (1 male) age matched with
the RP patient group (mean age, 45 6 2.5 years) was recruited
for a control experiment. The control group of subjects had
normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity and contrast
sensitivity. Binocular rivalry was tested in all subjects and a
subgroup (N ¼ 9) also performed the monocular deprivation
experiment. The group of RP patients performed the binocular
rivalry measurements and the monocular deprivation experi-
ment on the same day. The subgroup of control subjects
performed the monocular deprivation experiment on a
different day, sometime (typically, 1 year) after the initial
binocular rivalry measurements. To compare the effect of
monocular deprivation between RP patients and normally
sighted participants, we also report data from a previous
study.48 These data are from a group of 20 adult volunteers (7
males; mean age, 22 6 3 years), all having normal or corrected-
to-normal vision.
Ethical Statement
All patients and typical subjects gave informed consent to
participate in the study, which adhered to the tenets of the
Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the Universita`
Cattolica Review Board and by the local ethical committee
(Comitato Etico Pediatrico Regionale—Azienda Ospedaliero-
Universitaria Meyer—Firenze [FI]), under the protocol ‘‘Plasti-
cita` del sistema visivo’’ (March 2011).
Apparatus and Stimuli
Binocular Rivalry. The experiment took place in a dark
and quiet room. Visual stimuli were generated by the ViSaGe
stimulus generator (Cambridge Research Systems [CRS], Ro-
chester, UK), housed in a PC (Dell, Round Rock, TX, USA)
controlled by Matlab programs (The Mathworks Inc., Natick,
MA, USA). Visual stimuli were two sinusoidal gratings, oriented
either 458 clockwise or counterclockwise (size: 2r¼ 28, spatial
frequency: 2 cyc/deg), presented on a uniform background
(luminance: 37.4 cd/m2, CIE: 0.442 0.537) in central vision
with a central black fixation point and a common squared
frame to facilitate dichoptic fusion. Visual stimuli were
displayed on a 20-inch Clinton Monoray (Richardson Electron-
ics Ltd., LaFox, IL, USA) monochrome monitor, driven at a
resolution of 10243 600 pixels, with a refresh rate of 120 Hz.
Observers viewed the display at a distance of 57 cm through
CRS ferromagnetic shutter goggles that occluded alternately
one of the two eyes each frame. Responses were recorded
through the computer keyboard.
Flicker Detection Impairment. Flicker detection deficits
in the central visual field were assessed via Humphrey Matrix
(model 800; Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc., City, State, Country) using
the ‘‘macula FDT’’ protocol. Briefly this test presents a small
square grating 28 3 28 of 0.5-cyc/deg spatial frequency
flickering at 12 Hz. Targets could appear in 16 possible
locations in the central 58 for 300 ms. The subject’s task was to
respond within 1.5 seconds from target appearance by means
of button key press. The contrast was chosen by following an
adaptive procedure (ZEST59) that homed in on threshold; three
catch trials per session were included to discourage impulsive
key press; fixation stability was monitored according to the
Heijl-Krakau blind spot monitoring. All subjects had good
monocular fixation and we only observed sporadic errors in
fixation (maximum of one fixation error per session). Average
detection thresholds across the 16 stimulus locations are
reported relative to normative samples and expressed in
decibels (dB) (i.e., 20Log10 (THRpatient/THRtypical)).
In three patients, for whom the Humphreys Matrix was not
available for technical reasons, we measured thresholds to
discriminate motion direction of a similar drift grating, using a
2AFC instead of a yes/no procedure. We used the CRT monitor
(viewed monocularly) and custom-built program running on a
MacPro (Apple, Cupertino, CA, USA) with Matlab and with
Psychophysics Toolbox.60 Subjects saw a square grating (28 3
TABLE 2. Genetic Data
Patient
RP Type Clinical
Diagnosis
Mutated
Gene
Nucleotide
Change
Amino Acid
Change
Allele
State Transmission refSNP
1 Isolated
2 Isolated
3 Nonsyndromic Usher 2 USH2A c.9815C>T p.Pro3272Leu Hom AR
4 Recessive x
5 Recessive EYS c.5621dup p.Pro1875Thrfs* Het AR
6 X-linked RPGR c.2311delG p.G771Rfs*44 Emiz X-linked x
7 ADRP PRPF8 c.5804G>A p.R1935H Het AD x
8 Isolated IMPG2 c.1100dup p.Leu367Phefs*12 Hom AR x
9 Recesive CNGA1 c.626_629delAAGA p.Lys209Argfs55* Hom AR x
10 X-linked RPGR c.A1367A>G p.Gln456Arg Het X-linked
11 Isolated
12 ADRP RP9 c.118C>T p.(Gln40* Het AD x
13 Recessive PDE6B c.2152G>A p.(Asp718Asn) Hom AR rs150639487
14 Isolated
AD, autosomal dominant; ADRP, autosomal dominant retinitis; AR, autosomal recessive; Emiz, hemizygous; Het, heterozygous; Hom,
homozygous; refSNP, reference single nucleotide polymorphism.
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28) of 2 or 4 cyc/deg, with variable contrast, drifting at 8 Hz
either leftwards or rightwards. They were asked to report
motion direction, and accuracy was plotted as a function of
contrast. Data were fitted by a psychometric curve whose
median indicates the discrimination threshold. Given the
difference in spatial frequency, the sensitivity for the motion
discrimination of the drifting grating will be lower than the
sensitivity for detecting a flickering grating of the same
component contrast. For stimuli of the same spatial frequen-
cies, the two sensitivities are proportional with a factor of
square-root 2.61 To compare the two different estimates of
sensitivity, threshold values were reported relative to a
normative sample (performance of five normally sighted
control participants under the same conditions was available
in the lab records). The perceptual deficit of RP patients was
expressed in decibels as above.
Procedures
Central cone focal ERG (fERG) was recorded from the central
188 region by using a uniform red field superimposed to an
equiluminant steady adapting background, used to minimize
stray-light modulation.62,63 The stimulus was generated by a
circular array of eight red LEDs (k maximum, 660 nm; mean
luminance, 93 cd/m2) presented on the rear of a Ganzfeld bowl
(white-adapting background). A diffusing filter in front of the
LED array made it appear as a circle of uniform red light. fERGs
were recorded in response to the sinusoidal 95% luminance
modulation of the central red field. Flicker frequency was 41
Hz. Patients fixated monocularly at a 0.258 central fixation
mark, under the constant monitoring of an external observer.
Pupils were pharmacologically dilated (1% tropicamide and
2.5% phenylephrine hydrochloride) to a diameter ‡8 mm, and
all subjects underwent a preadaptation period of 20 minutes to
the stimulus mean illuminance. fERG was recorded by an Ag-
AgCl electrode taped on the skin over the lower eyelid. A
similar electrode, placed over the eyelid of the contralateral
patched eye, was used as reference (interocular recording).
fERG signals were amplified (100,000-fold), bandpass filtered
between 1 and 100 Hz (6 dB/oct), and averaged (12-bit
resolution, 2-kHz sampling rate, 200–600 repetitions in 2–6
blocks). Off-line discrete Fourier analysis quantified the
amplitude and phase lag of the response fundamental
harmonic (first harmonic) at 41 Hz. Owing to patient
unavailability, fERG responses were recorded from 12 patients
of the 14 recruited (see Table 1).
Short-Term Monocular Deprivation. Monocular depri-
vation was performed by using eye patching. The eye patch
was custom-made of a translucent plastic material that allowed
light to reach the retina (luminance attenuation, 0.07 logUnits)
but completely prevented pattern vision, as assessed by the
Fourier transform of a natural world image seen through the
eye patch. The dominant eye (the eye showing longer
perceptual predominance in binocular rivalry) was patched
for 2 hours. During the 2 hours of monocular occlusion
patients were free to perform normal activities (e.g., walking,
going for lunch). The monocular deprivation procedure was
repeated twice after a 24-hour interval.
Binocular Rivalry. Each binocular rivalry experimental
block lasted 180 seconds. After an acoustic signal (beep), the
binocular rivalry stimuli appeared. Subjects reported their
perception (clockwise, counterclockwise, or mixed) by
continuously pressing with the right hand one of three keys
(left, right, and down arrows) of the computer keyboard. At
each experimental block, the orientation associated to each
eye was randomly varied so that neither subject nor
experimenter knew which stimulus was associated with which
eye until the end of the session, when it was verified visually.
Because some patients had different visual acuity in the two
eyes, balanced perceptual dominance could not be achieved by
presenting rivalrous stimuli having the same contrast. To adjust
the monocular stimulus contrast to compensate for the
patients’ strong ocular dominance, before the first training
session, a few 60-second preliminary experimental blocks were
performed. At each block, the contrast of stimuli presented to
the weaker eye (maximum contrast: 100%) was increased
while decreasing the contrast of the stimulus presented to the
dominant eye (minimum contrast: 20%), aimed at inducing
balanced ocular dominance. Of the 14 patients tested,
monocular contrast was adjusted in 7 patients by 41% 6 17%
(corresponding to 7.7 6 3 dB), the remaining 7 patients were
presented with orthogonal gratings of equal (50%) contrast.
Two binocular rivalry experimental blocks were acquired
before short-term monocular deprivation and four blocks after
eye-patch removal. All subjects of the control group performed
2 3 180 seconds experimental blocks to estimate binocular
rivalry dynamics; a subset of subjects (N ¼ 9) also performed
the monocular deprivation experiment.
Analyses
Binocular Rivalry. The perceptual reports recorded
through the computer keyboard were analyzed by using
Matlab. Mean phase durations for the two orientations and
for mixed percepts (the average perceptual duration of each
rivalrous stimulus), as well as the total time (T) spent by the
observer perceiving the stimulus presented to either eye
(deprived and nondeprived), were computed.
Phase duration distributions were fitted by a two-parameter
(r, k) gamma distribution of the form:
g xð Þ ¼ k
rxr1
C rð Þ e kxð Þ; ð1Þ
where C is the gamma function, r is the shape parameter, and k
is the scale parameter.
To quantify sensory eye dominance we obtained an index of
ocular dominance, ranging from 0 (complete dominance of the
nondeprived eye) to 1 (complete dominance of the deprived
eye), according to the following equation:
TDep
TDep þ TNonDep : ð2Þ
Periods of mixed perception were excluded from the main
analyses; the proportion of time spent by the observer
perceiving mixed rivalry was analyzed separately.
Statistics. Statistical analyses were performed with SPSS-2.0
(Manufacturer, City, State, Country) and Matlab software. The
parameters of the gamma distributions were compared by
using a 10,000-repetition bootstrap sign test (two-tailed). Mean
phase durations were compared across groups (RP patients
and control group) by using an independent samples t-test.
Sensory eye dominance values measured before and after short-
term deprivation were compared by using a paired-sample t-
test (a error fixed at 0.05). Since the assumption of normality
was never violated (Shapiro-Wilk normality test, all Ps > 0.05),
correlations were computed by using the Pearson’s correlation
coefficient (r), statistical significance assessed with a permu-
tation test. To assess the robustness of the correlation, we also
computed the Bayes factor (BF): conventionally, a BF lower
than 0.3 indicates evidence in favor of the null hypothesis (no
correlation), whereas a BF larger than 3 indicates evidence in
favor of the alternative hypothesis and therefore a robust
correlation between the two variables tested.
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RESULTS
To assess short-term visual plasticity in RP (clinical data in
Table 1 and genetic data in Table 2), we measured binocular
rivalry in a group of patients diagnosed with RP before and
after 2 hours of monocular deprivation. To achieve a balanced
perceptual dominance between the eyes before deprivation, in
seven patients we adjusted the contrast of the rivalrous stimuli.
Overall, all patients showed typical binocular rivalry dynamics,
with normalized phase duration distributions well modeled by
a gamma distribution (Figs. 1A, 1B), a typical hallmark of
binocular rivalry,64 which is not significantly different from the
distribution measured in control subjects. The parameters of
the gamma distributions of the two eyes (right eye, Fig. 1A; left
eye, Fig. 1B) were not significantly different (rate parameter k,
P ¼ 0.68; shape parameter q, P ¼ 0.75), indicating that the
contrast-balancing procedure used to compensate for differ-
ences in monocular vision successfully balanced eye domi-
nance in binocular rivalry. No significant correlations were
observed across subjects between the two main parameters
characterizing binocular rivalry dynamics, mean phase dura-
tion and proportion of mixed percepts (Pearson’s r¼0.38, P
¼ 0.18, BF ¼ 0.48), which only presented a trend for negative
correlation, in line with previous studies on normally sighted
observers.65 Similarly, no correlation was observed between
these parameters and disease-related variables such as BCVA,
fERG amplitude, Goldmann visual field area, and flicker
detection impairment (all Ps > 0.05, see Supplementary Table
S1), indicating that binocular rivalry dynamics were not related
to RP severity. However, RP patients do have clearly different
(slower) dynamics of binocular rivalry than age-matched
controls, as confirmed by a mixed-model ANOVA, with a 2
(EYES, within factor)32 (GROUP, between factor) design. This
revealed a significant effect of the factor GROUP, with F(1,26)¼
6.98, P ¼ 0.014, g2 ¼ 0.21, reflecting that RP patients showed
significantly longer mean phase durations than an age-matched
control group (Figs. 1C, 1D ). Neither the factor EYES nor the
EYES*GROUP interaction showed a significant effect (EYES:
F(1,26) ¼ 2.03, P ¼ 0.17, g2 ¼ 0.07; EYES*GROUP: F(1,26) ¼
1.98, P ¼ 0.17, g2 ¼ 0.07), confirming that there was no
difference between the two eyes’ mean phase duration within
or across groups. Mean phase durations of RP patients and
controls were as follows for the right eye: RP patients: 7.61 6
1.3 seconds, control subjects: 3.89 6 0.4 seconds, two-tailed,
independent samples t-test, t(26)¼ 2.71, P¼ 0.012, Cohen’s d
¼ 1.03 (Fig. 1C); and for the left eye: RP patients: 6.84 6 1.5
seconds, control subjects: 3.88 6 0.4 seconds, two-tailed,
independent samples t-test, t(26)¼ 2.44, P¼ 0.022, Cohen’s d
¼ 0.92). Slower binocular rivalry switching rate in RP patients
was also confirmed by the comparison of the distributions of
phase durations across groups (Figs. 1A, 1B). For both groups
the distributions were well fitted by a gamma distribution
(function 1); however, the distribution for RP patients was
more skewed toward longer phase durations, similarly for both
eyes (both the scale, k, and shape, q, parameters differed
across groups, P < 106). Note that the longer phase duration
did not hamper the sharp transition between the left and right
eye images: RP patients showed normal-like mixed percepts
(i.e., periods of superimposition of the two rivalrous stimuli)
both in terms of proportion (independent samples t-test, t(26)
¼ 1.14, P¼ 0.26) and of duration (independent samples t-test,
t(26) ¼ 0.96, P ¼ 0.346).
FIGURE 1. Binocular rivalry phase durations in RP patients. Phase duration distributions of the right (A) and left (B) eye are well approximated by a
gamma distribution (Equation 1), both for RP patients (black) and for an age-matched sample of normally sighted participants (red), indicating
normal binocular rivalry dynamics in RP patients. (C, D) RP patients show longer mean phase durations in binocular rivalry than control subjects
both for the right (C) and left (D).
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Reliable correlations were found between the amplitude of
the central 188 fERG response and both monocular visual
acuity (Figs. 2A–C; deprived eye: Pearson’s r¼ 0.81, P¼ 0.001,
BF¼ 36.7; nondeprived eye: r¼ 0.74, P¼ 0.006, BF¼ 9.7) and
monocular flicker detection impairment (Figs. 2B–D; deprived
eye: Pearson’s r¼0.73, P¼0.007, BF¼8; nondeprived eye: r¼
0.68, P¼ 0.015, BF¼ 4.1). The two sets of sensitivity measures
obtained with the Mars Letter test and with the flickering and
drifting grating were strongly correlated (deprived eye: r ¼
0.84, P < 0.0001, BF ¼ 199.6; nondeprived eye: r¼ 0.87, P <
0.0001, BF ¼ 729.2), validating the Humphrey Matrix method.
The good correlation of visual abilities with the fERG reinforces
previous evidence66 indicating that the origin of the deficit for
these measures is at the retinal level and reinforcing previous
evidence that fERG signal is a good predictor of the foveal
response, independently of the stimulus size.67
After monocular deprivation, the deprived eye dominance
increased significantly (two-tailed paired-samples t-test, a ¼
0.05, t(13)¼ 4.9, P¼ 0.0003, Cohen’s d¼ 1.2620; Fig. 3A) over
the nondeprived eye. Figure 3B compares the effect size of
monocular deprivation in RP patients to that measured in
young normally sighted subjects48 and in nine age-matched
control subjects, showing that in the RP patients the effect is in
the typical normal range with perhaps a larger interindividual
variability in both pre- and postdeprivation measurements.
This was confirmed by a mixed-model ANOVA with the within
subjects’ factor TIME (before and after deprivation) and the
between subjects’ factor GROUP (RP patients, young controls
age-matched controls) that revealed a significant effect of the
factor TIME (F[1,40] ¼ 107.1, P < 104, g2 ¼ 0.73), but not a
significant effect of either the factor GROUP (F[2,40]¼ 0.56, P
¼ 0.57, g2 ¼ 0.03) or the TIME*GROUP interaction (F[2,40] ¼
0.35, P ¼ 0.68, g2 ¼ 0.02).
To investigate whether the interindividual variability in the
plasticity effect in RP patients could be related to the severity
of the pathology, we correlated the effect of monocular
deprivation on binocular rivalry (the shift in ocular dominance
in favor of the deprived eye) with important behavioral and
physiological indexes, such as residual monocular BCVA
(measured as logMAR), monocular flicker detection impair-
ment, monocular Goldman visual field size (V4E), and the
amplitude of the monocular fERG response. Interestingly,
across subjects, the plasticity effect was highly negatively
correlated with both BCVA (Fig. 4A; Pearson’s r ¼0.63, P ¼
0.015, BF ¼ 3.9) and fERG amplitude (Fig. 4B; Pearson’s r ¼
0.68, P ¼ 0.015, BF ¼ 4.1) of the deprived eye. A trend for a
negative correlation with nondeprived eye BCVA (Fig. 4C;
Pearson’s r¼0.54, P¼ 0.047, BF ¼ 1.4) and fERG amplitude
(Fig. 4D; Pearson’s r ¼ 0.51, P ¼ 0.09, BF ¼ 0.9) was also
observed. RP patients retaining a residual normal-like BCVA
(logMAR < 0.168) showed reduced visual cortical plasticity in
response to short-term monocular deprivation, while plasticity
increased with higher visual deficits. No significant correlation
was found between the plasticity effect and visual field area of
either the deprived (Supplementary Fig. S1A; Pearson’s r ¼
0.31, P ¼ 0.29, BF ¼ 0.36) or nondeprived (Supplementary
Fig. S1C, Pearson’s r¼0.54, P¼ 0.07, BF¼ 1.05) eye, or with
the flicker detection impairment (Supplementary Fig. S1B;
deprived eye: Pearson’s r ¼ 0.1, P ¼ 0.76, BF ¼ 0.2;
nondeprived eye: Pearson’s r ¼ 0.14, P ¼ 0.63, BF ¼ 0.2). Nor
FIGURE 2. Correlation between the amplitude of the fERG response and measures of visual functions in RP patients. The amplitude of the fERG
correlates across subjects with visual acuity (A–C) and with the impairment in flicker detection (B–D) both for the deprived (A, B) and nondeprived
(C, D) eye. Dark and light red symbols in (B) and (D) represent the four patients tested with a different setup probing motion direction
discrimination.
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did we observe significant correlation of the plasticity index
with the duration of the disease (Supplementary Fig. S2A;
Pearson’s r ¼ 0.26, P ¼ 0.36, BF ¼ 0.31) or its age of onset
(Supplementary Fig. S2B; Pearson’s r ¼0.09, P ¼ 0.76, BF ¼
0.21).
Finally, in order to investigate whether the baseline features
of binocular rivalry dynamics could be predictive of the
plasticity effect measured after short-term monocular depriva-
tion, we correlated the effect of deprivation with the mean
phase duration of coherent and mixed percepts. Interestingly,
we observed a correlation trend between the deprivation
effect and the average duration of mixed percepts (Fig. 5A;
Pearson’s r ¼ 0.58, P ¼ 0.03, BF ¼ 2.1), while the effect of
monocular deprivation did not correlate across subjects with
binocular rivalry mean phase duration of either the deprived
(Fig. 5B; Pearson’s r ¼ 0.03, P ¼ 0.93, BF ¼ 0.2) or the
nondeprived (Fig. 5C; Pearson’s r ¼ 0.04, P ¼ 0.88, BF ¼ 0.2)
eye.
DISCUSSION
We assessed short-term visual plasticity in RP patients by
testing the effect of 2 hours of monocular deprivation on
sensory eye dominance measured by means of binocular
rivalry. We found that RP patients show a normal plastic
response to short-term monocular deprivation: after depriva-
tion, ocular dominance by the deprived eye significantly
increased, reflecting homeostatic plasticity. This result
demonstrates that even after many years of abnormal visual
experience the central visual field representation in early
visual cortex (possibly V129) retains a normal capability to
plastically adapt to visual change—despite the potential
recruitment of early visual areas by other senses.69,70 We
also found that RP patients show longer mean dominance
durations in binocular rivalry, indicating slower switching
rate. Binocular rivalry switching rate has been related to
FIGURE 3. Effect of monocular deprivation on binocular rivalry. (A)
Following 2 hours of monocular deprivation, ocular dominance
measured by means of binocular rivalry (ocular dominance index;
Equation 2) shifts in favor of the deprived eye (***P < 0.001), indicating
normal short-term visual plasticity in RP patients. (B) Effect of
monocular deprivation in normally sighted subjects (white symbols:
data adapted from Lunghi and Sale48; red symbols: data from nine age-
matched control subjects).
FIGURE 4. Correlations between the effect of monocular deprivation, visual acuity, and the amplitude of the fERG. Across patients, the effect of
monocular deprivation (difference between the ocular dominance index measured before and after deprivation) strongly correlates both with visual
acuity (BCVA) and with the amplitude of the fERG of the deprived eye (A, B). A trend for correlation between BCVA and the amplitude of the fERG
of the nondeprived eye is also observed (C, D).
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visual cortical inhibition, with subjects with slower switching
rate having higher GABA concentration in the primary visual
cortex.71 Our result might therefore indicate an abnormal
excitation/inhibition balance in RP patients’ visual cortex,
even though we did not find a correlation across subjects
between binocular rivalry mean phase duration and RP-
related physiological measures. Interestingly, it has been
shown that binocular rivalry mean phase durations are
modulated by luminance level: under scotopic viewing
conditions, slower alternation rates are observed.72 This
suggests that the longer mean phase durations observed in RP
patients might be also related to the altered capability of
photoreceptors to respond to light. The slower switching rate
observed in RP patients might hence reflect the longer visual
processing times associated with the disease.25,73 A further
suggestion that mean phase duration and plasticity effect
leverage on a different neurobiological basis, respectively
subcortical and cortical, comes from the lack of correlation
between the two variables (Pearson’s r¼ 0.01, P¼ 0.97, BF¼
0.2). A potential abnormal excitation/inhibition balance in
the visual cortex of RP patients is also suggested by the
correlation trend between the mixed percepts duration and
the plasticity effect, as mixed percepts have been recently
linked to altered GABAergic inhibition in other pathologies.74
Interestingly, the plasticity effect (perceptual boost of the
deprived eye measured with binocular rivalry) showed a strong
negative correlation across subjects both with BCVA and with
an objective physiological measure of central retinal function
(the central 188 fERG amplitude) of the deprived eye. In
particular, patients retaining normal-like acuities (logMAR <
0.1) showed lower plastic changes in ocular dominance
following deprivation, which increased in subjects with lower
acuities. BCVA is related to central cones and is one of the most
resistant visual functions to survive disease progression in
RP,75–77 decaying after most ERG and visual field parameters.78
A similar negative trend is observed for the relationship
between flicker detection and plasticity effect, but the
correlation is nonsignificant, presumably reflecting the multi-
factorial nature of flicker detection (combining the contribu-
tions of multiple retinal and cortical mechanisms—more than
visual field amplitude and BVCA) compared to objective
measures like fERG.
The effect of short-term monocular deprivation may be
dubbed ‘‘plasticity’’ or ‘‘adaptation.’’ The border between the
two is fuzzy: although adaptation is generally considered to
have more transient effects, there are cases where its
consequences last for days.79 We prefer the term ‘‘plasticity’’
given recent work from our laboratory showing that the
short-term monocular deprivation in adult amblyopes can
produce changes of visual function that remain stable for over
1 year.49
Importantly, in our sample of RP patients, we observed a
specific pattern of correlations between the effect of short-
term monocular deprivation and disease-related variables. We
found a negative correlation between the plasticity effect and
both visual acuity and the amplitude of the fERG, suggesting
increased plasticity when the foveal signals are hampered by
the disease, specifically so for the deprived eye. This result is in
line with a recent study49 showing that short-term monocular
deprivation boosts neural responses of the deprived eye in the
early visual cortex. It is tempting to speculate that this
phenomenon may correlate with a readiness to switch from
visually guided to non–visually guided behavior, ‘‘opening’’ the
visual cortex to nonvisual signals, a phenomenon known as
cross-modal plasticity.69,70 At more initial stages of the disease,
when retinal function and visual acuity are relatively preserved,
there might be a temporary reduction of plasticity, which
might reflect a form of cortical modulation aimed at optimized
filtering of the altered retinal input. This may have the
important functional consequence of providing stable process-
ing despite degenerating visual input. Interestingly, at this
stage, the retinotopy associated with the central visual field
recruits a larger cortical territory, expanding to the represen-
tation of peripheral visual field that is deafferented.30 The
larger neuronal territory associated with central vision may
mediate the initial cortical gating, stabilizing the circuitry that
supports central vision and thus increasing the threshold
necessary to endorse visual plasticity. At later stages of the
disease, when the incoming visual signal becomes too poor
and provides only coarse visual information, the plasticity
threshold might be reduced to allow the colonization of the
visual cortex by other sensory modalities69,70 observed in both
early and late blind subjects.21–28 All these latter studies,
however, show that rewiring is more likely in associative
cortex than in early visual cortex, while many studies
demonstrate that the intracortical circuitry of primary visual
areas remains stable even after many year of total blindness.80
This suggests taking with some caution the interpretation of
FIGURE 5. Correlation between the effect of monocular deprivation and binocular rivalry parameters. The effect of monocular deprivation
correlates across subjects with the average duration of mixed percepts (A), but not with the mean phase duration of either the deprived (B) or
nondeprived (C) eye measured before deprivation.
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increased plasticity being related to cross-modal recruiting of
the early visual cortex. Yet, the fact that we observed a greater
plastic response to a phenomenon shown to specifically
involve V154 suggests that in the later stage of the disease also
the V1 region subserving macular vision might have the
capability to rewire. In line with this hypothesis, two recent
studies of RP patients, analyzed before and after training with
an artificial prosthesis,28,29 demonstrate that very little cortical
rearrangement takes place after a few months of the prosthetic
implants. However, after approximately 1 year, the colonized
V1 response of tactile signal is reduced in one subject28 and
the aberrant V1 response to flashes of light is increased in
three other subjects.29 Given that binocular rivalry can be
modulated by tactile signals81–84 and can reveal the small
changes of tactile modulation of V1 responses after short-term
monocular deprivation in adult humans,85 it would be useful to
test directly the hypothesis of cross-modal recruitment in RP
subjects in future studies.
Independently of these speculations, our paradigm reveals a
progression of visual cortical plasticity in RP and may thus
provide a benchmark, noninvasive testing tool to assess a
patient’s ability to respond to altered visual inputs,29 and in
particular his/her likelihood to benefit from prospective
therapeutic strategies.
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